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1. Introduction: 
   The notion of prime fuzzy submodules  

was introduced by Hatem Y.K [1] and 

some results a bout this concept are 

presented .In this paper we give more 

results about this concept and study the 

extension of quasi primary fuzzy 

submodule by fuzzifing the notion of 

(ordinary) quasi primary fuzzy 

submodule and give some 

characterizations about it ,also we give 

some properties related to it. 

    Through out the paper R is a 

commutative ring with unity and M is 

an R-module. 

2. Preliminaries: 
      We record here some basic concepts 

and clarify notions which are used in 

the next work .For details,we refer to 

[2,3]. 

Definition 2.1 [2]: 

        A fuzzy set is a mapping X from a 

nonempty set M in to [0,1], then the set  

 
is called a level subset of X. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Definition 2.2 [3]: 

    Let  be a fuzzy set in 

M, where, Mx , ]1,0[t , then xt is  

defined by : 










M.y allfor y  xif        o

y xift        
)(yxt   

tx is called a fuzzy singleton. 

If x=0 and t=1, then: 

 

Definition 2.3 [4]: 

     A fuzzy set X in R-module M is 

called fuzzy R-module if and only if 

each Rr and , Myx , then: 










0y if     0

0y if      1
)(01 y  

Definition 2.3 [4]: 

     A fuzzy set X in R-module M is 

called a fuzzy R-module if and only if 

each Rr and , Myx , then: 

1.  )(),(min)( yXxXyxX  . 

2. )()( xXrxX   

3. X(0)=1. (0 is the zero element of M). 

Definition 2.4 [5]: 

          Let A and X be two fuzzy module 

of an R-module M, A is called a fuzzy 

submodule of X if and only if XA .  
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Definition 2.5 [5]:  

         Let rt and xs be two fuzzy 

singletons of R and M respectively. then 

)(rxxr st  , Where  =min{s,t}. 

Definition 2.6 [5]: 

         Let rt be a fuzzy singleton of R and 

A be a fuzzy module of R-module. Then 

for any   Mw ,    



 


otherwise                         o

M. xsomefor rx  wall ifA(x)}},sup{inf{t,
))(( wArt

 

Definition 2.7 [6]: 

          Let X be a nonempty fuzzy 

module of R-module M. The fuzzy 

annihilator of A denoted by F-annA is 

defined by: 

 ]1,0[,,0:):0( 11  tRxAxxAannAF tt

 

Where A is a proper fuzzy submodule 

of X. 

 

 

3. Quasi Prime Fuzzy 

submodules: 
      In this section we turn our attention 

to the extension of a quasi prime 

modules.  

Definition 3.1 [1]: 

      A fuzzy submodule A of a fuzzy 

module X of an R-module M is called 

quasi prime fuzzy submodule of X if 

whenever Axba tks   for fuzzy 

singleton Xofbk t s  xand R ,a  , 

implies that AxAba tks  kbor  . 

Definition 3.2 [1]: 

      Let X be a fuzzy module of an R-

module M. X is called a quasi prime 

fuzzy module if and only if F-annA is a 

prime fuzzy ideal of R for each 

nonempty fuzzy submodule A of X. 

Equivalently, F-ann(xt)=F-ann(rsxt) for 

each Xxt   and for each fuzzy 

singleton rs of R such that 

annXFr s  . 

 

Definition 3.3 [6]: 

        Let A be a fuzzy submodule of a 

fuzzy module X, then A is called an 

essential fuzzy submodule if 

10BA ,for each nonempty fuzzy 

submodule B of X. 

Lemma 3.4[6]: 

     Let A be an essential fuzzy 

submodule of X,if Xak  ,then there 

exists a fuzzy singleton rt of R such that 

.01 Aar kt   

      we noticed that if a fuzzy module X 

is quasi prime fuzzy module ,then any 

fuzzy submodule of X is a quasi prime 

fuzzy module but the converse is not 

true,see[1,Remarks and Examples 

2.1.3(4)]. However, we put certain 

condition under which the converse is 

true. 

Proposition 3.5: 

       Let A be an essential fuzzy 

submodule of a fuzzy module X such 

that    F-ann xt=F-ann rsxt for each 

Xxt  and for a fuzzy singleton rs of R 

such that ts annxFr  , then X is a 

quasi prime fuzzy module if and only if 

A is a quasi prime fuzzy module. 

Proof 

       Suppose that A is a quasi prime 

fuzzy R-module. 

To prove that 01 is a quasi prime fuzzy 

submodule of X. 

 

Let 10tkl xba   

for fuzzy singletons al, bk of R and 

Xxt  .Since A is an essential fuzzy 

submodule, thus by  lemma 3.4, there 

exists a fuzzy singleton rs of R such that 

Axr ts 10 ,that is ts annxFr  . 

Hence 10)( tskl xrba . But A is a quasi 

prime fuzzy R-module, thus 01 is a quasi 

prime fuzzy submodule of A by [1, 

proposition 3.4.1], so either 
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10)( tsl xra  or 10)( tsk xrb , thus 

either tsl xannrFa   or 

tsk xannrFb  . But 

tts annxFxannrF  . 

Consequently, either tl annxFa   or 

tk annxFb  , that is either 10tl xa  

or 10tk xb . Hence X is a quasi prime 

fuzzy module by [1, proposition 3.4.1]. 

         The converse follows directly by 

[1, Remarks and Examples 2.1.3(4)]. 

Definition 3.6 [6]: 

       A fuzzy module X is called faithful 

if F-annX=01. 

 

        Recall that a fuzzy ideal I of a ring 

R is called a prime fuzzy ideal of R if for 

each Iar kt  ,then either 

IaorIr kt    ,[7]. 

Corollary 3.7: 

        Let A be an essential fuzzy 

submodule of a fuzzy module X, if A is a 

faithful quasi prime module, then X is a 

faithful quasi prime fuzzy module. 

Proof: 

    Since A is a faithful, then F-annA=01, 

also, XA , then annAFannXF   

by [6, Remark 1.2.18], which implies 

that 10 annXF , but annXF 10 , 

hence F-annX=01, That is X is faithful, 

moreover it follows that F-annX=F-

annA. 

Now, to prove X is a quasi prime fuzzy 

module,it is enough to prove that F-

ann(xt)=F-ann(rsxt) for each Xxt   

and for each fuzzy singleton rs of R such 

that annXFr s  . 

   Let tsl xannrFa   for a fuzzy 

singleton rs of R and Xxt  , then 

10)( tsl xra . 

 

Consequently, 10)( tsl xra . This implies 

that tsl annxFra  , so 

annXFra sl  . But F-annX=F-

annA,then annAFra sl  , thus F-

annA is prime fuzzy ideal by [1, 

definition 2.1.1], since .annAFrs   

 So annAFal  , implies that 

annXFal  , hence 10Xal , that is 

10tl xa  for all Xxt  , hence 

tts annxFxannrF      …(1) 

Now, let tl annxFa   for a fuzzy 

singleton al of R and Xxt  . 

By lemma 3.4, there exists fuzzy 

singleton rs of R such that Axr ts 10 , 

that is ts annxFr  , so   10tsl xra  

which implies that  tsl xrannFa  , 

thus tst xannrFannxF         …(2) 

From (1) and (2) we get F-annxt=F-

annrsxt, thus X is a quasi prime fuzzy 

module by [1, theorem 2.1.9(3)]. 

Definition 3.8 [6]: 

       A fuzzy module X is called fuzzy 

torsion free if F-annxt=01 for any 

10,  tt xXx  where 

 1k 0rR, ofsingleton fuzzy  :  tkkt xrrannxF

. 

Lemma 3.9: 

      Let R be an integral domain and let 

X be a torsion free fuzzy module of R-

module M, then X is a quasi prime 

fuzzy module. 

Proof: 

     Suppose that X is a torsion free fuzzy 

module. To prove 01 is quasi prime 

fuzzy submodule of X. 

   Let 10tkl xba ,for fuzzy singletons 

al,bk of R and .Xxt   

If 

thenxb tk ,01 tkl xannbFa  , 

since ,)( annyFxbannF tk   where 
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 tk,min and y=bx by [1, Remark 

1.2.14] so annyFal  . But 

10 annyF  because X is a torsion 

free, so 10la . 

On the other hand, annXF 10 , 

which implies that annXFal  , that 

is  

10Xal , by [6, definition 1.2.17], hence 

10tl xa  for all Xxt  . 

Thus, X is a quasi prime fuzzy module 

by [1,proposition 3.4.1]. 

 

4. Quasi Primary fuzzy 

submodule. 
        In this section we introduce the 

concept of quasi primary fuzzy 

submodule by fuzzifying the ordinary 

notion of primary submodule . 

Definition 4.1 [5]: 

      A fuzzy submodule A of a fuzzy 

module X is called a primary fuzzy 

submodule if for each fuzzy singleton rt 

of R and Xak   such that Aar kt  , 

then either 

 
,where 

R} gletonoffuzzyrAXrrXA ttt sin,:{):( 

       Recall that if A is a fuzzy 

submodule of a fuzzy module X of an R-

module and I is a fuzzy ideal of R then 

(A:I) define as: 

},,{):( XaAIaaIA kkk  ,note that 

:If I=(rt),then: 

},:{))(:( XaAararA kktkt  ,[8]. 

Proposition 4.2: 

      Let A be a proper fuzzy submodule 

of a fuzzy module X, then the following 

statements are equivalent: 

1. A is a primary fuzzy submodule of X. 

2. (A:I) is a primary fuzzy submodule of 

X for each fuzzy ideal I of R. 

3. (A:(rt)) is a primary fuzzy submodule 

of X for each fuzzy singleton rt of R. 

Proof: 

    21 : 

Suppose that ):( IAxr kt   for each 

Xxk   and a fuzzy singleton rt of R 

and I be a fuzzy ideal of R.It follows 

that Axra ktl   for each fuzzy singleton 

al of I, then either Axa kl   for each 

fuzzy singleton al of I or 
 Zn , ):( XAr n

t . 

So, either ,ror  ):( n

t AXIAxk   since 

),:( IAA by [8, theorem 3.3], hence 

):( IAXr n

t  , implies that 

 

 ):):(( XIAr n

t  ,it follows, either 

):):((ror  ):( n

t XIAIAxk  , hence 

(A:I) is a primary fuzzy submodule of X 

. 

32  : 

  It is clear. 

:13  

It follows easily by taking r=1 and t=1. 

 

       Recall that a proper submodule N 

ofan R-module M is said to be quasi 

primary submodule if [N:K] is a 

primary ideal of R if for each 

submodule K of M such that 

KN  ,where [N:K]={rR:rkN},[9]. 

       We shall fuzzify this concept as 

follows: 

Definition 4.3 : 

     A proper fuzzy submodule A of a 

fuzzy module X is said to be quasi 

primary fuzzy submodule if (A:B) is a 

primary fuzzy ideal of R for each fuzzy 

submodule B of X such that BA  

where 

 R of rsingleton fuzzy  a ,/):( tforABrrBA tt 

. 
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Proposition 4.4: 

          Let A be a proper fuzzy 

submodule of a fuzzy module X, then A 

is a quasi primary fuzzy submodule of 

X if and only if BrABA t::   for 

each primary fuzzy submodule B of X 

and  for each fuzzy singleton rt of R 

such that ABBA  tr and  . 

Proof: 

    It is clear that BBA tr:A   :   . 

Now, let BrAa tk :  for all AB tr , 

hence ):( BrAa t

n

k   for some Zn  

and so ABra t

n

k   ,which implies that 

):( BAra t

n

k  . But (A:B) is a primary 

fuzzy ideal of R and ):( BArt  ,so 

  ):( BAa
mn

k   for some Zm ,thus 

):( BAa s

k   where s=nm so that 

BAak : ; that is B:A  : BrA t  

and hence  BrABA t::  . 

 

 

  Conversely, to prove (A:B) is a 

primary  uzzy ideal of R for each 

BA . 

Suppose that ):( BAra tk   for a fuzzy 

singleton ak and rt of R. If ):( BArt  , 

then BrABrAa ttk :):(  = BA :  

and hence A is a quasi primary fuzzy 

submodule of X. 

Proposition 4.5: 

      Let A be a fuzzy submodule of a 

fuzzy module X, then A is a quasi 

primary submodule of X if and only if 

(A:I) is a quasi primary fuzzy 

submodule of X for each fuzzy ideal I of 

R. 

Proof: 

       Suppose that A is a quasi primary 

fuzzy submodule of X. 

By [8, theorem 3.3], (A:I) is a fuzzy 

submodule of X. 

      To prove (A:I) is a quasi primary 

fuzzy submodule of X, we must prove 

((A:I):B) is a primary fuzzy ideal for 

each .):( BIA   

BIAA  ):(  by [8, lemma 2.16(1)] . 

Now, suppose that ):):(( BIAra tk   for 

fuzzy singleton rt and ak of R, then 

ABIrsoIABra ttk  ka ),:( , suppose 

that ):):(( BIAak  , then ABIak  , 

hence ):( BAIra tk  . 

But, (A:B) is a primary fuzzy ideal by 

definition 4.3 and ):( BAIak  .Thus, 

):( BAr n

t   for some Zn  and so 

):( IAABr n

t  , therefore 

):):(( BIAr n

t  and hence (A:I) is a 

quasi primary fuzzy submodule of X. 

The converse follows by taking RI  , 

where 1)( aR for all Ra  and by 

similar to the proof of [6, proposition 

2.1.16]. 

 

      Recall that an R-module m is said to 

be a quasi primary module if annN is a 

primary ideal of R, for each non zero 

submodule N of M,[9]. 

     Our attempt to fuzzify this concept is 

as follows: 

 

Definition 4.6 : 

       A fuzzy module X of R –module M 

is said to be quasi primary fuzzy 

module if and only if F-annA=(01:A) is a 

primary fuzzy ideal for each nonempty 

fuzzy submodule A of X . 

 

Proposition 4.7: 

         A fuzzy module X is a quasi 

primary fuzzy module if and only if 01 is 

a quasi primary fuzzy submodule of X. 
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Proof: 

     Suppose that X is a quasi primary 

fuzzy module. 

To prove 01 is a quasi primary fuzzy 

submodule of X, since X is a quasi 

primary fuzzy submodule, then F-annA 

is a primary fuzzy ideal for each 

nonempty fuzzy submodule A of X.Thus 

(01:A) is primary fuzzy ideal and hence 

01 is quasi primary fuzzy submodule of 

X. 

Conversely, if 01 is quasi primary fuzzy 

submodule of X, to prove X is a quasi 

primary fuzzy module. Since 01 is a 

quasi primary fuzzy submodule, then 

(01:A) is a primary fuzzy ideal for each 

nonempty fuzzy submodule. 

But (01:A)=F-annA, so X is a quasi 

primary fuzzy R-module. 
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